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The software industry in the world has grown dramatically in recent years, 
and now become a very great market force. But for years, due to the complexity 
of software project, the industry has long been under challenges and risks for 
software are not easy to be delivered properly and timely like other kind of 
products. Improving the administrative ability, standardizing software developing 
circumstance and tracing change requests has been proved to be an effective way 
to solve the crisis. 
There has been a much amount of research in the theory of software project 
management, many theories were built. They each have their own advantages and 
disadvantages, and have already been put into use. Choosing an appropriate 
theory and applying it to the management of software projects  is a critical 
decision that should be made by software project managers. 
PMP (Acronym of Project Management Professional) was establish by the 
Project Management Institute(PMI) in 1996. Aiming to applying to certain 
projects, PMP breaks lifecycle of project down into five distinct phases or 
process groups and is more natural to the way of human thinking than other 
theories. 
The project creates a virtual software project which is named “PMP Project 
Information Management System”, and presents the readers a very clear way to 
manage a software project well using PMP. In this article, we have made several 
innovations as follows: 
1、In PMP, product scope and project scope are a pair of concepts that 
respectively refer to what the project will deliver and what the project team 
should do. In this article, we replace them with three concepts that are more 
















technical solution. How they progress during lifecycle of project and the 
classification of project requirements has been detailed in this article. The 
revision to PMP's concepts will facilitate project managers to determine the 
nature of project requirements and execute the Collect Requirement process 
smoothly. 
2、Invent a new process which is named “Survey and Analyze” and  is 
executed before the Develop Project Charter process. In this new process, some 
important management activities that PMP doesn’t explicitly mention will be 
carried out, such as analyzing the feasibility of project, writing a business case 
and so on. It is a good supplement to PMP’ s processes. 
3、In this article, we create a virtual software project and step by step 
presents the readers a clear way to manage a software project using PMP. It fits 
together the Waterfall Software Engineering Model and the Iterative Software 
Engineering Model. With the application of PMP in this virtual software project, 
we question those who take experience as everything and provide software 
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表 1-1  概念及名词解释 














6 缺陷修复 对存在缺陷的项目 deliverables 进行修复。 
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